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(54) AIR MAINTENANCE TIRE AND VALVE ASSEMBLY AND METHOD

(57) An air maintenance tire assembly (10) is dis-
closed comprising a tire (12) having a tire cavity bounded
by first and second sidewalls (18) extending to a tire tread
region (26); a pressure control assembly attached to an
elongate valve stem (80) projecting from a tire rim (16),
the pressure control assembly being external to the tire
cavity, the elongate valve stem (80) projecting outward
from the tire cavity and being operative to admit pressu-
rized air into the tire cavity through the pressure control
assembly, the first sidewall (18) having a preferably an-
nular sidewall air passageway (32) therein operatively
located to compress segment by segment responsive to
a bending strain introduced into the first sidewall (18)
from a rolling tire footprint thereby forcing air, segment
by segment, along the air passageway (32); a tube hous-
ing (38) joining both ends of the air passageway (32);
and a connecting tube (70) extending from the tube hous-
ing (38) to the pressure control assembly. The connecting
tube (70) is operative to sequentially direct air forced
along the air passageway (32) into the tube housing (38),
the pressure control assembly and into the elongate
valve stem (80) as the tire rolls over a ground surface.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to air
maintenance tires and, more specifically, to a tire assem-
bly incorporating an air pumping mechanism into a tire
for maintaining tire air pressure.

Background of the Present Invention

[0002] Normal air diffusion reduces tire pressure over
time. The natural state of tires is underinflated. Accord-
ingly, drivers must repeatedly act to maintain tire pres-
sures or will incur reduced fuel economy, tire life and
reduced vehicle braking and handling performance. Tire
Pressure Monitoring Systems have been proposed to
warn drivers when tire pressure is significantly low. Such
systems, however, remain dependent upon the driver
taking remedial action when warned to re-inflate a tire to
recommended pressure. It is a desirable, therefore, to
incorporate an air maintenance feature within a tire that
will self-maintain the tire air pressure in order to compen-
sate for any reduction in tire pressure over time without
a need for driver intervention.

Summary of the Invention

[0003] The invention relates to an air maintenance tire
assembly in accordance with claim 1 and to a method in
accordance with claim 12.
[0004] Dependent claims refer to preferred embodi-
ments of the invention.
[0005] An air maintenance tire assembly in accord-
ance with a preferred aspect of the present invention in-
cludes a tire having a tire cavity bounded by first and
second sidewalls extending to a tire tread region, a pres-
sure control assembly attached to an elongate valve stem
projecting from a rim, the pressure control assembly be-
ing external to the tire cavity, the elongate valve stem
projecting outward from the tire cavity and operative to
admit pressurized air into the tire cavity through the pres-
sure control assembly, the first sidewall having an annu-
lar sidewall air passageway therein operatively located
to compress segment by segment responsive to a bend-
ing strain introduced into the first sidewall from a rolling
tire footprint thereby forcing air, segment by segment,
along the annular air passageway, a tube housing joining
both ends of the annular air passageway, and a connect-
ing tube extending from the tube housing to the pressure
control assembly, the connecting tube operative to se-
quentially direct air forced along the air passageway, first,
into the tube housing, the pressure control assembly and,
then, into the elongate valve stem as the tire rolls over a
ground surface.
[0006] According to another preferred aspect of the tire
assembly, the tube housing includes a plurality of planar
sides defining an internal chamber.

[0007] According to still another preferred aspect of
the tire assembly, the internal chamber is bifurcated by
an internal wall of the tube housing to define a first internal
chamber and a second internal chamber.
[0008] According to yet another preferred aspect of the
tire assembly, the first internal chamber receives ambient
air through the elongate valve stem and a porous filter
component and directs the ambient air into one end of
the annular air passageway.
[0009] According to still another preferred aspect of
the tire assembly, the second internal chamber receives
pressurized air from a second end of the annular air pas-
sageway.
[0010] According to yet another preferred aspect of the
tire assembly, the second internal chamber directs air to
the tire cavity through the connecting tube, the pressure
control assembly, and the elongate valve stem.
[0011] According to still another preferred aspect of
the tire assembly, the pressure control assembly includes
a relief valve for relieving pressure in the valve housing
above a set pressure.
[0012] According to yet another preferred aspect of the
tire assembly, the connecting tube is coupled in air flow
communication with the air passageway and the valve
stem.
[0013] According to still another preferred aspect of
the tire assembly, a first valve for enabling and disabling
a flow of pressurized air into the connecting tube from
the air passageway.
[0014] According to yet another preferred aspect of the
tire assembly, the first valve includes a one-way valve
housed within the tube housing.
[0015] A method in accordance with a preferred aspect
of the present invention maintains air within a tire. The
method includes the steps of: positioning within a side-
wall an annular air passageway, the tire having an elon-
gate valve stem projecting outward from a tire cavity;
locating the annular air passageway to compress, seg-
ment by segment, responsive to a bending strain intro-
duced into a sidewall from a rolling tire footprint of the
tire thereby forcing air, segment by segment, along the
annular air passageway; and extending a connecting
tube between a tube housing connecting both ends of
the annular air passageway and a pressure control as-
sembly threadedly attached to the valve stem, the con-
necting tube and tube housing operative to sequentially
direct air forced along the annular air passageway, first,
into the pressure control assembly and then the valve
stem and tire cavity as the tire rolls over a ground surface.
[0016] According to another preferred aspect of the
method, a further step deploys the annular air passage-
way as an air tube within a groove formed within the side-
wall.
[0017] According to still another preferred aspect of
the method, further steps position a first valve operative
to enable and disable a flow of pressurized air into the
connecting tube from the tube housing and position a
second valve operative to enable and disable a flow of
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pressurized air from the second valve into the tire cavity.
[0018] According to yet another preferred aspect of the
method, further steps deploy the air tube and the sidewall
groove in a substantially annular configuration and posi-
tion the tube housing within the sidewall proximate to the
valve stem.
[0019] According to still another preferred aspect of
the method, a further step defines an internal chamber
of the tube housing with a plurality of planar sides.
[0020] According to yet another preferred aspect of the
method, further steps bifurcate the internal chamber with
an internal wall of the tube housing and define a first
internal chamber and a second internal chamber.
[0021] According to still another preferred aspect of
the method, further steps receive ambient air into the first
internal chamber through a porous filter component and
direct the ambient air into one end of the annular air pas-
sageway.
[0022] According to yet another preferred aspect of the
method, a further step receives pressurized air into the
second internal chamber from a second end of the an-
nular air passageway.
[0023] According to still another preferred aspect of
the method, a further step directs air to the tire cavity
through the connecting tube, the pressure control assem-
bly, and the elongate valve stem.

Definitions

[0024] "Axial" and "axially" means lines or directions
that are parallel to the axis of rotation of the tire.
[0025] "Circumferential" means lines or directions ex-
tending along the perimeter of the surface of the annular
tread perpendicular to the axial direction.
[0026] "Equatorial Centerplane (CP)" means the plane
perpendicular to the tire’s axis of rotation and passing
through the center of the tread.
[0027] "Footprint" means the contact patch or area of
contact of the tire tread with a flat surface at zero speed
and under normal load and pressure.
[0028] "Lateral" means an axial direction.
[0029] "Peristaltic" means operating by means of
wave-like contractions that propel contained matter, such
as air, along tubular pathways.
[0030] "Radial" and "radially" means directions radially
toward or away from the axis of rotation of the tire.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0031] The present invention will be described by way
of example and with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing a tire, tube, and
pump location for use with the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a side view of the tire of Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing an example
pump sub-assembly, with the pump tube connection

to AMT valve stem regulator within the tire cavity.
Fig. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary view taken from
Fig. 3 showing a pump tube transfer housing and the
tire AMT valve stem regulator within the tire cavity.
Fig. 5 is a detailed perspective view of an example
filter housing in accordance the present invention.

Description of Example Embodiments of the Present In-
vention

[0032] Referring to FIGS. 1, 2, 3 and 4, an example
tire assembly 10 includes a tire 12, a peristaltic pump
assembly 14 and a tire rim 16. The tire 12 preferably
mounts in conventional fashion to the rim 16. The tire 12
is preferably of conventional construction, having a pair
of sidewalls 18 extending from opposite bead areas to a
crown or tire tread region 26. The tire 12 and rim 16 en-
close a tire cavity.
[0033] As seen from FIGS. 2 and 3, the peristaltic pump
assembly 14 preferably includes an annular air tube 30
that encloses an annular passageway 32. The tube 30
may be formed of a resilient, flexible material, such as
plastic or rubber compounds that are capable of with-
standing repeated deformation cycles of the tire 12. So
constructed, part of the tube 30 deforms within a tire 12
into a flattened condition subject to external force and,
upon removal of such force, return to an original unflat-
tened condition. In the example shown, the cross-section
of the tube 30 in an unstressed state may be generally
circular, but other alternative tube geometries may be
employed. The tube 30 has a diameter sufficient to op-
eratively pass a requisite volume of air sufficient for the
purpose of pumping air into the tire cavity to maintain the
tire 12 at a preferred inflation pressure.
[0034] The peristaltic principles of incorporating a de-
formable air tube within a tire are shown and described
in US-B-9,272,586.
[0035] In the example assembly 10, the tube 30 is in-
corporated within an annular tire passageway formed
within the tire proximate a tire bead region. As the tire 12
rotates, air from outside the tire is admitted into the tube
30 and pumped along the air tube by the progressive
squeezing of the tube within the tire as the tire rotates.
Air is thus forced into an outlet valve and then into the
tire cavity to maintain air pressure within the tire cavity
at a desired pressure level.
[0036] The tube 30 preferably mounts closely within a
groove in the tire and sequentially flattens as the tire ro-
tates. The segment by segment flattening of the tube 30
as the tire 12 rotates operates to pump air along the air
passageway 32, air which is then directed into the tire
cavity to maintain the desired pressure level.
[0037] A peristaltic pumping system employing a tube
within a sidewall groove is also shown in US-B-
8,042,586.
[0038] The tube 30 connects opposite ends 34, 36 over
the tube ports of a transfer housing 38, which is preferably
part of the pressure control assembly,
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[0039] The port 68 to a valve stem 78 from the transfer
housing 38 is connected to an end 72 of an elongate
connecting tube 70. An opposite end 74 of the connecting
tube 70 is attached to the valve stem 78 to a tire valve
stem 80. Seated within the valve stem 78 may be a one-
way check valve that opens and closes to admit air from
the tube 30 into the tire valve stem 80.
[0040] Referring to FIGS. 3, 4, and 5, the pump tube
30 is preferably generally annular and preferably circum-
scribes a lower tire sidewall region proximate to a bead
region of the tire 12. However, other configurations for
the tube 30 may be devised. Opposite ends 34, 36 of the
tube 30 connect to a tube transfer housing 38. Preferably,
frustro-conical tube ports taper away from the tube hous-
ing 38, each having an internal axial air passageway,
respectively, which provide air passages into the tube
housing. The tube ports may taper inward to a remote
end and be received within ends of the tube 30 to couple
the tube to the tube housing 38. The tube housing 38
preferably has planar sides 50 defining a preferably rec-
tangular transfer housing internal chamber 48.
[0041] The internal chamber 48 is preferably bifurcated
into a tube transfer chamber 56 and a filter chamber 58
which may receive and house a porous filter component
60 therein.
[0042] A top panel 52 encloses the chambers 56, 58.
[0043] Preferably, a relief valve 62 is mounted to the
top panel 52 and communicates with the transfer cham-
ber 48.
[0044] A one-way check valve may mount to the top
panel 52 adjacent the relief valve 62 and be in air flow
communication with the transfer chamber 48.
[0045] An array of through-apertures 66 may extend
through the top panel 52, disposed over the transfer
chamber 48, to facilitate an inflow of ambient air into the
filter 60 and then into the air tube 30.
[0046] Preferably, the one-way check valve extends
through the panel 52 to a tapered port 68 to the tire valve
stem 80.

Claims

1. An air maintenance tire assembly comprising:

a tire (12) having a tire cavity bounded by first
and second sidewalls (18) extending to a tire
tread region (26);
a pressure control assembly attached to an elon-
gate valve stem (80) projecting from a tire rim
(16), the pressure control assembly being exter-
nal to the tire cavity, the elongate valve stem
(80) projecting outward from the tire cavity and
being operative to admit pressurized air into the
tire cavity through the pressure control assem-
bly, the first sidewall (18) having a preferably
annular sidewall air passageway (32) therein
operatively located to compress segment by

segment responsive to a bending strain intro-
duced into the first sidewall (18) from a rolling
tire footprint thereby forcing air, segment by seg-
ment, along the air passageway (32);
a tube housing (38) joining both ends of the air
passageway (32); and
a connecting tube (70) extending from the tube
housing (38) to the pressure control assembly,
the connecting tube (70) being operative to se-
quentially direct air forced along the air passage-
way (32) into the tube housing (38), the pressure
control assembly and into the elongate valve
stem (80) as the tire rolls over a ground surface.

2. The air maintenance tire assembly set forth in claim
1 wherein the air is operatively forced first into the
tube housing (38), then through the pressure control
assembly and then into the elongate valve stem as
the tire rolls over a ground surface.

3. The air maintenance tire assembly set forth in claim
1 or 2 wherein the tube housing (38) includes a plu-
rality of planar sides (50) defining at least one internal
chamber (48, 56, 58).

4. The air maintenance tire assembly set forth in claim
3 wherein the at least one internal chamber (48, 56,
58) is bifurcated by an internal wall of the tube hous-
ing (38) to define at least one first internal chamber
(48, 58) and at least one second internal chamber
(56).

5. The air maintenance tire assembly set forth in claim
4 wherein the first internal chamber (48, 58) is con-
figured to receive ambient air through the elongate
valve stem and a porous filter component (60) and
to direct the ambient air into one end of the annular
air passageway (32).

6. The air maintenance tire assembly set forth in claim
4 or 5 wherein the second internal chamber (56) is
configured to receive pressurized air from a second
end of the annular air passageway (32).

7. The air maintenance tire assembly set forth in claim
4, 5 or 6 wherein the second internal chamber (56)
is configured to direct air to the tire cavity through
the connecting tube (70), the pressure control as-
sembly, and the elongate valve stem (80).

8. The air maintenance tire assembly set forth in at least
one of the previous claims wherein the pressure con-
trol assembly and/or the tube housing (38) includes
a relief valve (62) for relieving pressure above a set
pressure.

9. The air maintenance tire assembly set forth in at least
one of the previous claims wherein the connecting
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tube (70) is coupled in air flow communication with
the air passageway (32) and the valve stem (80).

10. The air maintenance tire assembly set forth in at least
one of the previous claims further comprising a first
valve for enabling and disabling a flow of pressurized
air into the connecting tube (70) from the air pas-
sageway (32), the first valve preferably including a
one-way valve housed within the tube housing (38).

11. The air maintenance tire assembly set forth in at least
one of the previous claims wherein the tube housing
(38) is located within the sidewall (18) and preferably
proximate to the valve stem (80).

12. A method of maintaining air within a tire (12), the
method comprising the steps of:

positioning within a tire sidewall (18) a preferably
annular air passageway (32), the tire (12) having
an elongate valve stem (80) projecting outward
from a tire cavity;
locating the air passageway (32) to compress,
segment by segment, responsive to a bending
strain introduced into the tire sidewall (18) from
a rolling tire footprint of the tire (12) thereby forc-
ing air, segment by segment, along the air pas-
sageway (32); and
extending a connecting tube (70) between a
tube housing (38) connecting both ends of the
air passageway (32) and a pressure control as-
sembly, the pressure control assembly being
preferably threadedly attached to the valve stem
(80), the connecting tube (70) and the tube hous-
ing (38) being operative to sequentially direct air
forced along the air passageway (32), first, into
the pressure control assembly and then the
valve stem (80) and tire cavity as the tire (12)
rolls over a ground surface.

13. The method as set forth in claim 12 further compris-
ing the step of deploying the air passageway (32) as
an air tube (30) within a groove formed within the
sidewall (18).

14. The method as set forth in claim 12 or 13 further
comprising the steps of positioning a first valve op-
erative to enable and disable a flow of pressurized
air into the connecting tube (70) from the tube hous-
ing (38), and positioning a second valve operative
to enable and disable a flow of pressurized air from
the second valve into the tire cavity.

15. The method as set forth in claim 13 or 14 further
comprising the steps of deploying the air tube (30)
and the sidewall groove in a substantially annular
configuration, and positioning the tube housing (38)
within the sidewall (18) proximate to the valve stem.
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